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The number of display/map print files at Austin, Texas, and
 
Richland, Washington, will be as follows:
 






PICTAB 1 1 4
 
CLASSIFY 1 0 1
 
PRTDENS .1 1 1
 
PRTCLASS 4 1 9
 
2.3 SUPPRESSING SPECTRAL LIMITS DISPLAY FILE
 
If the user employs the PRINTER comipand in the CLASSIFY program
 
to specify 0 files, then the print file containing plots of the
 
spectral limits and summary information on the detection window
 
will not be generated.
 
3. ERRORS AND FIXES
 






UNIVAC symbiont error "TYPE 2, CODE 45" (input/output error on
 
creating output alternate print file) was caused by exceeding
 
the assigned file size (eight positions). This has been fixed
 
by doubling alternate print file size to sixteen positions.
 
UNIVAC input/output error "TYPE 1, CODE 21" (attempt to
 
reference file name for which no assignment has been made) was
 
caused by failure to check for null "DO" loop parameters when
 
reading density files in subroutine READ2N. This has been
 




DAM.PRTCLASS fatal error "READ2N LINE ERROR" was caused by fail­
ing to read from density files when the first scan line of a map
 
was the same as the last scan line of the immediately preceding
 
map. This has been fixed by modifying READ2N so it always reads
 




The following error encountered in early December (after the
 
release of version 7807) has been diagnosed and corrective
 
patches will be made to version 7807 in the field.
 
Garbled data, with the upper left corner of the scene (or strip)
 
repeated at other locations within the scene, may be written in­
to the density files by CLASSIFY'if the tape drive malfunctions
 
and the operator repositions the tape to the beginning without
 
reporting this to the program (through the operating system).
 
Although this causes-error termination of CLASSIFY, the density
 
-file(s) are not marked as defective. A fix to mark the density
 




Detailed syntax for these new capabilities is given in appendix A.
 
4.1 SUPPRESSING UNIT 0
 
Both RPC's requested the capability in PRTCLASS to selectively
 
suppress the symbol legend and tick table on UNIT 0 for specific
 
maps or groups of maps. This has been implemented under the
 
control of the new LEGEND mode option. To initiate suppression
 
of UNIT 0, enter OFF,LEGEND. To enable printing of UNIT 0, enter
 
ON, LEGEND. The default LEGEND setting is ON, and it is recom­




4.2 ARCHIVE DETECTION FILES
 
The COE had requested the ability to archive detection files on
 
tape as the first phase of a change detection capability. The
 
new DITCOP program has been developed to support this. DITCOP
 
should only be used where there is need to use the same density
 
files at least three or four times on different dates. If this
 
is not the case, it will generally be cheaper to recreate the
 






The default values for some mode options have been changed to
 






Two @ADD elements, developed for the Western RPC to reduce the
 
amount of repetitive keypunching, when all four strips on a single
 
reel of tape are to be processed, are included in the new soft­
ware version. Their usage is as follows:
 
@ASGBOTV 3.,U9,tape# @ASG,BOTV 3.,U9,tape#
 
@LOCATE,L 3.,1 @LOCATE,L 3.,1
 






@ADD DAM.PICTAB-I-4 @ADD DAM.CLASSIFY-I-4
 






5. DETECTING MIXTURE PIXELS
 
The standard spectral limits provided with the DAM software
 
classify as water (regardless of depth, turbidity, or sun
 
elevation angle) only those MSS pixels whose surface is entirely
 
water. Water-land mixture pixels at the edge of a water body
 
are spectrally similar to water-land mixture pixels within a
 
marsh, and so are not classified as water. (Certain pixels
 
in shadowed, urban, and industrial areas are also similar
 
spectrally to these water-land mixture pixels.)
 
The approach described above has the advantage of minimizing
 
"false alarms" (pixels classified as part of a water body when
 
they are not), but the disadvantage of missing edge pixels
 
along the shores of water bodies. In the case of water bodies
 
narrower than twice the MSS instantaneous field of view (IFOV),
 
or 158 meters (2-times 79), a body may contain no non-edge
 




Most attendees at the DAM Package Users Conference, held
 
October 11-12, 1978, at the Eastern RPC in Nashville, Tennessee,
 
felt strongly that pixels spectrally close to water should no
 
longer be ignored, but instead mapped with different symbols
 
than those used for water. The remainder of this report
 
details the technical approach, software modifications, and
 




At least two distinct factors enter into estimating the
 
probability that a pixel not 100 percent water nevertheless
 
contains a significant percentage of surface water:
 
o Spectral distance from spectral limits for water
 




In other words, a pixel is more likely to contain some water if
 
it is spectrally very similar to water or if several pixels
 
contiguous to it are 100 percent water. If both these factors
 
are favorable, then the probability of having a water-land mix­




The internal detection files, created by the CLASSIFY program
 
to store density data for each pixel, and used by the PRTCLASS
 
program in generating maps, have been modified as follows:
 








c. 	Density values below 10 represent the probability that a
 
pixel is partly water.
 
d. 	These density values under 10 equal the count of pixels
 
adjacent in space (8 maximum) which are 100 percent water
 
plus 1 if the pixel itself it "spectrally close" to water.
 
e. 	"Spectrally close" to water means within a certain user­
specified TOLERANCE of the spectral limits for water.
 
The 	PRTCLASS program reads the internal detection files and
 
examines the densities for all pixels which register to each map
 
print character. All pixels outside the current (default or
 
user-specified) density range are ignored. For each map print
 
character, the densities of all its pixels within the current
 
density range are added up and this total count printed with the
 
equivalent symbol. Thus, the count added for any individual
 
pixel may range from 0 through 19. A default or user command
 
may, however, specify some number less than 19 as the maximum
 
count per pixel to be added. (Previously the maximum count per
 




The default commands in version 7807 are set so that these new 
capabilities will not be activated unless requested by entering 
the appropriate user commands. / 
5.3 USAGE
 
A new TOLERANCE command (see appendix A) has been added to the
 
CLASSIFY program. This command specifies thedistance in
 
radiance units from the spectral limits within which a non­
water pixel will be considered "spectrally close" to water.
 
Typical suggested use of this new command is shown below.
 
TOLERANCE,0 ,, (default) 
.TOLERANCE,I ,, (for sun angles 300 - 400) 
TOLERANCE,2 ,, (for sun angles 400 - 500) 
TOLERANCE,3 ,, (for sun angles 501 60*) 
These suggested values are experimental and preliminary, and
 
should be used with caution.
 
Even thovigh a non-zero tolerance has been specified to CLASSIFY,
 
the PRTCLASS,program will generate the same maps as if the
 
default zero tolerance had been used unless the user overrides
 
the default commands in PRTCLASS.
 
The DENSITY command in PRTCLASS has been extended so that the
 






o Maximum count per pixel
 






This will use every pixel which has a density between 10 and 19
 
(100 percent water), adding 1 count to the print character for
 
each of these pixels. This is equivalent to the default output
 
from pre-7807 versions of the DAM software.
 
A typical user-specified DENSITY command to map all water pixels
 




This will use all pixels which have a non-zero density (100
 
percent water, or spatially near water, or spectrally near
 
water), adding the value of the pixel density (but not more than
 
5) to the print character for each of these pixels. All pixels
 
which are 100 percent water or have a high probability of being
 
mixtures of water and land will add a count of 5, while pixels
 
with lesser probabilities of containing any water will add
 
lesser counts. Pixels adjacent spectrally, but not spatially,
 




A typical user-specified DENSITY command to map all water pixels
 




This will use all pixels which have a density greater than 1
 
(100 percent water, or spatially near at least 2 water pixels,
 
or spatially near 1 water pixel and spectrally near water),
 
adding the value of the pixel density (but not more than 4) to
 
the print character for each of these pixels. All pixels.which
 
are 100 percent water or have a high probability of being mix­
tures of water and land will add a count of 4 while pixels with
 
lesser probabilities will add lesser counts. Pixels adjacent
 








See appendices B and C for examples of the output resulting from
 
the use of these new capabilities.
 
5.4 INTERPRETATION OF OUTPUT
 
Appendices B and C show various portions of output maps generated
 
with MSS data using a TOLERANCE of 2 and several different DENSITY
 
specifications. These map fragments all cover small parts of
 
Landsat scene 10037-16244 and utilize the default PRTCLASS sym­
bols (see legend on pages B-3 and C-3).
 
The 1:24,000-scale map fragments on page B-5 have the default
 
density range of 10 to 19 and the default count per pixel of 1.
 
These specifications produce exactly the same output as the
 
default specifications of software releases prior to version
 
7807: only 100 percent water pixels are counted and mapped.
 
This is so, even though a tolerance of- 2 has been used in
 
creating the detection file.
 
Inspection of the 7.5-minute topographic quadrangle for this area
 
in southeast-Texas shows that a very narrow channel of water
 
actually connects the four seemingly isolated 100 percent water
 
pixels in the vicinity of print line 635 and print column 1521
 
both with each other and with the larger water body to their
 
left. We would like to detect and map the partial water pixels
 
falling along this narrow channel, while at the same time pre­



















The map fragments on page B-6 have their density range extended
 
to cover non-water pixels with densities of 6 through 9. As a
 
result, all the one- and two-pixel islands disappear, but no
 
pixels along the missing channel appear.
 
The map fragments on page B-7 have their density range further
 
extended to cover non-water pixels with densities as low as 2.
 
Note that all of the islands have now disappeared. The two­
separate groups of isolated water pixels in the vicinity of print
 
line 635 and print column 1521 have now coalesced, but have not
 
been linked to the main water body.
 
On page B-8. the density range has been fully extended to cover
 
even those non-water pixels with densities of 1. Note that a
 
new non-contiguous pixel, midway between the isolated water
 
pixels and the main water body, has now been mapped at print line
 
637 and print column 1513. Several contiguous pixels have also
 
been added to the main coastline and to the isolated water pixels
 
along the channel, but the complete channel has not been mapped.
 
We note that the sun elevation angle (page B-2) is 55 degrees.
 
Reclassifying the Landsat tape with a tolerance of 3 instead of
 
2 might provide better detection of the partially defined channel,
 




In all of the above map fragments, pixels that fell within the
 
specified density range were always given a count of 1. As a
 
result, it was not possible to distinguish 100 percent water
 
pixels from -"near water" pixels on the maps. Distinguishing
 
between these different types of pixels would allow a better
 
interpretation of the area actually covered by water, and should
 
also make the missing islands re-appear. False detection of
 
marsh was not a problem on these maps, but if it had been, some
 




The approach taken is to give each pixel a count equal to its
 
density. However, since pixels with densities over 9 are always
 
100 percent water, there is no need to distinguish between them,
 
and they all may be given a count of 10. Even in the case of
 
pixels with densities just slightly less than 10, their water
 
probabilities may be so high that we wish to treat them as water
 
pixels. Also by specifying a maximum count per pixel of less
 




On any map, regardless of scale, to find the number of water
 
pixels that have registered to a given print character, we take
 
the total count- for that character (given by its symbol) and
 




COUNT +OE = COUNT = PIXELS
PIXEL COUNT
 
When "near water" pixels are involved-, such a computation can
 
result in a fractional answer. The easiest way to think of this
 
fractional result is as the estimated proportion of the pixel
 
that is water. Thus, the total size of a water body in pixels
 




characters and dividing by the maximum count per pixel used in
 
generating the map. Of course, this result will differ somewhat
 
depending on the count per pixel actually used.
 
The map fragments on page B-9 were generated with a maximum
 
count per pixel of 2. Note that some print characters at the
 
edge of water bodies have counts of 1: these should be inter­
preted as "fractional" pixels (one-half pixel). After searching
 
in vain for "fractional" pixels corresponding to islands in the
 
lake, we conclude that a maximum count per pixel of 2 is not
 





On page B-11, the maximum count per pixel has been increased to
 
4. Note that several characters in the 18-pixel island near
 
print line 614 and print column 1532 are symbolized for the first
 
time as containing "fractional" pixels. However, none of the
 
smaller islands are evident.
 
On page B-13, using a maximum count per pixel of 10, the 2 pixels
 
in the island at print line 614 and print column 1540 are sym­
bolized as 7/10 water. Note, however, that the other 2-pixel
 
island (at print coordinates 648, 1501) is masked by the effects
 
of registration. None of the 1-pixel islands are visible.
 
The map fragments on page B-12 with a maximum count per pixel
 
of 5, will likely prove easier to work with, since almost all
 
of the symbols are numeric. A value in the neighborhood of 5
 
probably provides a reasonable compromise between the competing
 
demands of map intelligibility and map detail. Note that
 
characters in the 18-pixel island are symbolized as three-fifths
 




At the smaller scale of 1:62,500, more pixels (up to 9) register
 
to each print character, resulting in even higher total counts
 
per character. Appendix C illustrates this for several different
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DAM SOFTWARE SYNTAX REVISIONS
 
VAEVPIS pAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 
A-1
 
7602: FLTCLASS NOT AVAILtBLE (USE VERSION 7-36) 
8C 1:; ACCLPT JULY 77 TAPE A;0NOTATION F:CORD 
7802: EXTRACT ATTITUDE r CALIBPATION DAT: FROM STAT FILE 
7802: ACCEPT JAN 7, TAPE ID PLECORD
wA T L " & TP ASFOPk7802: LANLSAT-2 LIMITS 
7804: rEVISED WATER LI MITS L TRANSFOrMS 
782t1: FIXES FOP UNTVAC PRINIER I/0 1UGE PR IN T7EP E DENSITY COvNAr,[S7607: PEVISE 
7327-:7 LU LITCOP PFOG AM 
7E 377: E TOLLP A"ICE ,' MA r) 
78,27: MOPE OFF/,( ODL OPTIONS 
7807: LAPGEP JISPLAY/VAP PINT FILES 
7807: FIX FOR DENSITY FILE IEAD2t PUFFER LINE ENROP 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 






THIS P OGRAM PRODUCES DISPLAYS I't' TABULATIONS FRO" RAW LNDSAT 
MSS DATA RFCORDER ON A COMPLTE[-COMPATIBLE TAPE. 
PUNSTREAK 





<COORDI NATE PAIr?> 
CHA[NEL)EIAW OR LINLFAR] O" POLLAR [,<ChANthCL NUMBEP>E, ... 21 
CLEARC ]t,<DIGNOSTIC TYPE >]
COPE[ILSE,<'NUMMEF OUTPUT COPIES> 
DJISE PLAYEIC ,(A TA TYPE))
 
EXP LAIT3] , <PP)OOGAH OP COMMANE LAME )[ . 33
Face TOP)]
 
HEA[rIN163E <LI'E NUkELP>,<EACTNC TEXT>)
 




FEWES]E,(PDCGRAM. NAME>E, ... -3 
NEXET IF],<OFF OR 0,N>,<PLCE OPTION)
 
-OFFE ,MOE OPTION>, ... 2)

ONE,<MCDF OPTI r > ... 23
 
ORI[GINJ ,<COOPUINATE SYSTFr>,<COOPDINATE PAIP-)]
 
PAGOEEJ,(MESSAGE)l 










 POTEATE][,<C IrL[JuI)>,<rATRI Xbc,sN~ORrALIATCL..>']]
 
SJAAAPP[NTNG][,<.CANNEL ,UmPER)C,SAMLPLEJ],<C0LFF>,<COLFF>JJ
SPA [ C IN:.'], <LI NL'EJ C NL 'ENT ) , < SA"P LE INCR-.[MENT >) 
SYMECOLr]E3[(YMUCL). (rUi3Efz'[[,<SYr8OL>J,< 'UH'sEI>]]
 
TAPEULATF]VC ,<DAT A TYPE))

TIC[V INTrPvALJE,<PRIIARY COORDINATE SYSTE'>,<COORDINATE PAIR>,
 
- <SECU DARY COCRDINIATE SYSTE>,<COORPINATE PAIR>]






ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
A-3 






































CLAS IFY PROGPAM 
THIS PROGRAM GENERATES A DEN SITY FILE FROM A LANDSAT MSS TAPE.
 
PUN STR EAM 
&ASGCOPTIONS> 3. ,<TAPE UNIT TYPE>,<RECL NUMBER> 
REWIND 1',
 
@LOCATFE,E 3.,<LANDSAT STRIP NUMBER> 
,XQT[E, CLASSIFY 
CHAENNELE RA, OP LINEAI) OP POLEAR]E ,-<CHANNFL NUM-E)R>E, .. ])3 

CLEEAR) ,<6 IAGNOSTIC TYPE>]
 








LINEEAPJ, CLI'JEAR CHANNEL NU,'nER>[,<COEFFICIEt4T TYPE>[, <COEFF( 5)>))
 
NAM[EJ[,<NAME OF MAT EP IAL FLTLCTED>)
 
NEWS)E,<PROGIAM NAME)E, ... 3]
 
NEXET IFJ,<OFF OR O >,.<ODF OPTION>
 
OFF[ ,MODE OPTION>E, ... JJ
 
ONE,(MOGE OPTION)[ , ... 1
 
OPIEGINJ] <COORDINATE SYSTEM>,<COODINAT[ CAER)J
PACE E']E ,<YESSA SE >)
 
POLEAR)C,<P(LA& CHANNEL NU'',,k>),,<COEFFICIfNT TYPE)L,<COEFF>J3J









WIN[DOW)E,<COORDINATE SYSTM)E>,<COCRDINATE.PAIRP)E , ]3)
 






















































ORIGINAL PAGE IS 







THIS PPOGRAM PRODUCES LINF-PPINTEF MAPS FROM DENSITY FILES 




CLEE ARE< DIASNOSTIC TYPE>
 








NAPL ,<VAXI.klL;M NUMBER OF SUB-WINDOwS>3
 
NEWESJE,<PROGRAM NAIIE>, ... 33 
NEXET IF],(OFF OR ON>,<-OCE OPTION>
 
OFFE ,<rODE OPTION>E, ... 31
 










SCAELEJE,1/<LNOtINATOR OF REPRESENTATIVE FRACTION>)
 
SYME POLS)E ,< SYtBOL >, <NUVPER >EL ,<S YVBOL >I ,<NUMBER>33
 
TICEKW INTERVALJE,<PRIMARY COORDINATE SYSTEM>,<COORDINATE PAIR>,
 
<SECONDARY COORDINATE SYSTEM>,(COORDINATE PAIR>]
 
WNEDOWE,(COORDINATE SYSTEM>E,<COORDINATE PAIP>E, ... 33
 





TIHE RUN, TO PPTCLASS.
1. CLASSIFY MUST BE EXECUTED IN SAME PRIOR 










DEN[SITY][,<MINIMUP'>,<MAXIMUMi>C<COUNT PER PIXEL>]] 
EXPLANATION
 
THIS COM.MAND SPECIFIES THE DENSITY RANGE TO BE USED IN 	PROCESSING 
DI&ITS HAVESUBSEQUENT WINDOWS. DENSITY IS A DECIMAL NUMBER WHOSE 
THE FOLLOkING 	 SIGNIFICANCE: 
TENS D'IGIT: 	 C = OUTSIDE SPECTRA,L LIMITS, 1 = INSIDE LIMITS
 
UNITS DIGIT: 	 NU"IBER OF ADJACENT PIXELS (8 MAX) INSIDE LIMITS, PLUS
 
1 IF PIXEL IS OUTSIDE LIMITS BUT WITHIN TOLEPANCE
 
EXAMPLES 
DE'ISITY,1O,10 ,, ISOLATED PIXLLS CLASSIFIED WITHIN SPECTRAL LIM'IT*S 
DENSITYO1,09 ,, ADJACENT IN SPACE OR RADIANCE TO PIXEL(S) IN LIMITS 
DENSITY,11,19 ,, Nfl-ISOLATEO PIXELS 'ITHIN SPECTRAL LIMITS 
DENSITY,10,19 ,, ALL PIXELS WITHIN SPECTPAL LIMITS 
DENSITY,01,19 ,, PIXELS WITHIN SPECTRAL LIMITS OR ADJACENT 
OENSITYO1,1 2 ,, SAME, EPUT COUNT/PI-XEL IS MINIMUM OF DENSITY AND Z 
DESTRI CT IONS 
1. 	VALID DENSITIES ARE FRO" - TO 19i ICLUSIVE.
 
. VALID COUNT PER PIXEL IS FROM I TC 12, INCLUSIVE.
 


















THIS COMMAND TURN.S OFF ANY GF .THE FCLLOWINC MODE OPTIONS: 
13ATCH PROCSS AS BArCH 
CHECKOUT CHFCK ALL CO"MANDS BUT CO "OT PEPFORM THEM 
CONFIRM PRINT CONFIRNATION OF COMMAND SPECIFICATIONS 
DEFAULT PROCESS DEFAULT COVM4ANCS (NOT AVAILAELE TO 
USEk -- MAY NOT BE COtMIINEC WITH ANY OTHER OPTION) 
ECHO ECHO INPUT COMMAND STATEMENTS 
LEGEND PRINT SYMBOL LEGENDS L TICf TABLES 
PROMPT NOT YET IMPLEMENTLD 













ONE, 	 BATECH] C, .C . 33 
CHEECKO.T) 










THIS COMMAND TURNS 0l; ANY O)F THE FOLLOkING MODE OPTIONS:
 
BATCH 	 PROCESS AS BATCl 
CHECKOUT 	 CHECK ALL COMMANDS EUT DO NOT PERFOPM THEM 
CONFIRM 	 CONFIR,; COMMANO SPECIFICATION'S 
DEFAULT 	 PROCESS DEFAULT COM MANDS (NOT AVAILABLE TO 
USER -- AY NOT BE COMBINED WITH ANY OTHER OPTION) 
ECHO 	 ECHO INPUT COMMAND STATEMENTS 
LEGEND 	 PRINT SYMBOL LEGENDS & TICK TABLES 
PROMPT 	 NOT YET IMPLEMENTED 
TRACE 	 TRACE PROSRAM FLOW (FOR USE IN DEBUGGING SOFTWARE) 
EXAMPLES
 
ON , CHE 	CK OUT , ECHO 
RESTRICTIONS
 




ORIGJNAL PAGE I@ 




PRINTER COPM AND 
PRIENTERJE, 1NCEH2Cl,<LIN.ES)E,CCOLUMNS >2
PAG[E ][ <LINES>E ,<COLU NS ]]3 JDEVCICE],<SYSTEM MNEMONIC>J
 
FILEES]EI<NUF3EP OF FILES>) 
CONTPOIE, UNO [2MANLUAL3NONCE] 
EXPLANATION
 
THIS COMMAND IS USED TO OVERRIDE THE NORMAL PRINTER 
CHARACTERISTICS FOR ALTERNATE PINT FILES AT A COMPUTER 
INSTALLA TION. 
EXAMPLES 
PRINTERINCH,a,I ,, 8 LINES/INCH & 10 COLUMNS/INCH 
PPINTE0 PAGE,8P,132 ,, b8 LINES/PAGE F 132 COLUMNS/PAGE1 
PRINTEPDEVICL,RMSP19 ,, ROUTE PRINT FILE(S) TO REMOTE SITE RMSP19 
PRINTEPCONTROL,NONE ,, tO CONTROL OVER LINES/INCH ON PRINTER 
RESTRICTIONS 
1. 	 THIS COMM AND SHOULD BE USED RARELY, AND THEN ONLY BY 
PERSONNEL FAMILIAR WITH THE LOCAL SYSTEMS SOFTWARE. 
2. THIS COI!MAN MAY L3' USED ONLY CEFORE THE FIPST WINDOW IN 











TOLEERANCE)L,<TOLERANCE IN 'RADIANCE> 
EXPLANAT ir 
THIS COMMAND SPECIFIES THE TOLERANCE TO BE ADPLIFD IN CLASSIFYING 
PIXELS OUTSIDE THE SPECTRAL LIt'ITS AS 'NEAR HITS'. (A TOLERANCE 





PE STRI CTIONS 




ORIGINAL PAGE IS 




SAMPLE PRTCLASS OUTPUT AT 1:24,000
 










44 44 88 88
 
44 44 88 8.8
 





















DATE: 29 AUG 72
 
SUN ELEV: 55 DEGREES
 
SUN AZIMUTH: 121 DEGREES
 





MINIMUM LINE: 0 1 0 0
 
0 801 0 0
MAXIMUM LINE: 

MINIMUM SAMPLE: 3 81 0 0
 
MAXIMUM SAMPLE: 0 1620 0 0
 
















CENTRAL MERIDIAN: 95.3100 DEGREES
 
CONTROL: 18 POINTS COVERING 85. PERCENT OF ERTS SCENE
 






SYMBOLS FOR COUNT OF PIXELS CLAS-SIFIED WITHIN
 





























































































TICK SCANNER (DEG:MIN:SEC) PRINTER
 
SYMBOL LINE SAMPLE LATITUDE LONGITUDE LINE COLUMN
 
* 185.81 1163.05 31:00:00 95:22:30 494 1368 
158.96 1365.59 31:00:0 95:15:00 466 1560
 
355.45 1221.57 30:52:30 95:22:30 673 1409
 
328.56 1424.35 30:52:30 95:15:00 645 1602
 
+ 185.81 1163.05 31:00:00 95:22:30 494 1368 
+ 176.88 1230.58 31:00:00 95:20:00 485 1432 
+ 167.93 1298*09 31:00:00 95:17:30 475 1496
 
+ 158.96 1365,59 31:00:00 95:15:00 466 1560+ 242.36 1182.56 30:57:30 95:22:30 554 1382
 
+ 233.42 1250.12 30:57:30 95:20:00 545 1446 
+ 224.47 1317.65 30:57:30 95:17:30 535 1510
 
+ 215.50 1385.17 30:57:30 95:15:00 526 1574

+ 298.90 1202.07 30:55:00 95:22:30 614 1395
 
+ 289.96 1269.65 30:55:00 95:20:00 604 1459
 
+ 281.00 1337.21 30:55:00 95:17:30 595 1524
+ 272.03 1404.76 30:55:00 95:15:00 585 1588
 
+ 355.45 1221.58 30:52:30 95:22:30 673 1409 
+ 346.50 1289.18 30:52:30 95:20:00 664 1473
 
+ 337.54 1356.77 30:52:30 95:17:30 654 1537 




444444444 4 5 55 5 5 5555555555b5S55555b55bb55S55bS)55555555b5
 




































































































0645: 1 1 1 1 1 1111111111
 Cc.49S: 11111111111111I11I DE
Oo 7 1 111




C65 : :: : . . . .. : . : . . TOLERtANCE: 
DENSITY RANGE. 10 TO 19 
COUNT PER PIXEL: I 
Oo52:illliI121iiiiiil 














































0005 :O066 c111111111i1iilIIjlIliiIiii 
0607: 121ii111111 iii 
06: 111112111111111111ili 
0609: 11111112111111111III1 111 
0611: 0011 ............................. 
0612: 1211111111 
0613: 1 211 11111 





















































0652:1111111211111111 DENS.ITY RANGE. C6 TO 19
 











O1 2 3 4 5678901 23 4567890123 4 5678GC12345b78912345b78-fli.4567:.. ... ... ..........: : IZ3



























O : 1 
1 1 i1 
11111111iilitlililll 
06045 lll lili~llilill 
Z IIl l1111,11ill












C : 111 121111211111 11 11111111111111 ili 





















o 37 :1111i 121111 111111
 
O02:11111121111111111













































DENSITY RANGE: G2 To 19
0652:11111112111111111 




44445Ss3333 5 bS4455 
99999999996jCO0 1C00111111111 2-2 2 - ,'2.3 '3 3 -,4 4 4i4 4)59LilZ5
O12345b759GiZ345(,78901234567-9-12345 7iq-IZ34567i,9jiZ345oT 
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Cu07: I ?Z4 £5EAjsS§55 5S. 5SB5
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DATE: 29 AUG 72
 
SUN ELEV: 55 DEGREES
 
SUN AZIMUTH: 121 DEGREES
 




MINIMUM LINE: 0 1 0 0
 
MAXIMUM LINE: 0 801 0 0
 
MINIMUM SAMPLE: 0 811 0 0
 
MAXIMUM SAMPLE: 0 1620 0 0
 








ORIGIN: 30:45:00.0 LAT, 95:15:00.0 LON
 






CENTRAL MERIDIAN: 95.3100 DEGREES
 
CONTROL: 18 POINTS COVERING 85. PERCENT OF ERTS SCENE
 




170ESX/170E SX DAM PRTCLASSIT8O7)
 
SYMBOLS -FqR COUNT OF PIXELS CLASSIFIED WITHIN
 




















































































TICK SCANNER (DEG:MIN:SEC) PRINTER
 
SYMBOL LINE SAMPLE LATITUDE LONGITUDE LINE COLUMN
 
212.50 960.26 31:00:00 95:30:00 385 636
 
* 185.81 1163.05 31:00:00 95:22:30 374 710 
158.96 1365.59 31:00:00 95:15:00 363 784
 
382.17 1018.59 30:52:30 95:30:00 454 651
 
355.45 1221.57 30:52:30 95:22:30 443 726
 
* 328.56 1424.35 30:52:30 95:15:00 432 800 
O 551o84 1076.90 30:45:00 95:30:00 522 667 
4 525.08 1280.08 30:45:00 95:22:30 512 741 
498.15 1483.11 30:45:00 95:15:03 501 815
 
+ 212.50 960.26 31:00:00 95:30:00 385 636 
+ 203.63 1027,90 31:00:C0 95:27:30 382 660' 
+ 194.73 1095.49 31:00:00 95:25:00 378 685

+ 185.81 1163.05 31:00:00 95:22:30 374 710 
+ 176.88 1230.58 31:00:00 95:20:00 371 734 
+ 167.93 1298.09 31:00:D0 95:17:30 367 759 
+ 158.96 1365.59 31:00:00 95:15:00 363 784
 
+ 269.06 979.71 30:57:30 95:30:00 408 641 
+ 260.18 1047.36 30:57:30 95:27:30 404 666 
+ 251.28 1114.98 30:57:30 95:25:00 401 690 
+ 242.36 1182.56 30:57:30 95:22:30 397 715 
+ 233.42 1250.12 30:57:30 95:20:00 394 740 
* 224.47 1317.65 30:57:30 95:17:30 390 764
 
+ 215.50 138-5.17 30:57:30 95:15:00 386 789 
+ 325.62 999,15 30:55:00 95:30:00 431 646 
+ 316.73 1066.83 30:55:00 95:27:30 427 671 
+ 307.83 1134.46 30:55:00 95:25:00 424 696
 
+ 298.90 1202.07 30:55:00 95:22:30 420 720 
+ 289.96 1269.65 30:55:00 95:20:00 416 745 
+ 281.00 1337.21 30:55:00 95:17:30 413 770 
+ 272.03 1404.76 30:55:00 95:15:00 409 794 
+ 382.17 1018.59 30:52:30 95:3c:00 454 651 
+ 373.28 1086.29 30:52:30 95:27:30 450 676 
+ 364.37 115395 30:52:30 95:25:00 447 701 
+ 355.45 1221.58 30:52:30 95:22:30 443 726 
+ 346.50 1289.18 30:52:30 95:20:00 439 750 
+ 337.54 1356.77 30:52:30 95:17:30 436 775 
+ 328.56 1424.35 30:52:30 95:15:00 432 800 
+ 438.73 1038.03 30:50:00 95:30:00 477 657 
+ 429.83 1105.75 30:50:00 95:27:30 473 681 
+ 420.92 1173.43 30:50:00 95:25:00 469- 706 
+ 411.99 1241.08 30:50:00 95:22!30 466 731 
+ 403.04 1308.71 3G:50:00 95:20:00 462 755 
+ 394.08 1376.33 30:50:00 95:17:30 459 780
 
+ 385.09 1443.93 30:50:00 95:15:00 455 805 
+ 495.28 1057.47 30:47:30 95:30:00 500 662 
+ 486.38 1125.20 30:47:30 95:27:30 496 687 
+ 477.47 1192.91 30:47:30 95:25:00 492 711 
+ 468.53 1260.58 30:47:30 95:22:30 489 736 
+ 459.58 1328.24 30:47:30 95:20:00 485 761
 
+ 450.61 1395.88 30:47:30 95:17:30 481 785 
+ 441.62 1463.5? 30:47:30 95:15:00 478 810
 
* 551.84 1076.90 30:45:00 95:30:00 522 667
 
+ 542.94 1144.66 30:45:00 95:27:30 519 692 
+ 534.02 1212.38 30:45:00 95:25:00 515 717
 
+ 525.08 1280.09 30:45:00 95:22:30 512 741 
+ 516.12 1347.77 30:45:00 95:20:00 508 766
 
+ 507.15 1415.44 30:45:00 95:17:30 504 791
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DENSITY RANGE: I 
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 7997699ch
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 136fbn5buu :42Z
0420: 43366652 1646651 




0l'22: 1 466441 1fz : 4L 0423: 97694 




n426 :66466 1 
-46Z :34270427:99534 
 TOLEPANCt-:Pt28:5663 22 

0429:7899851
 DENsITY RANGE: .6 TO 19C43D:646551 
 COUNT PER PIXEL: 10431:997892 
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0411 : -15( Lb4 4 ,t3 *'41i 
0412 :. 17 9 798 1 . 41i, 
0413: + 255663q44 :2413
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0415 : 4 15 6 4 6(4 u5 53 1 3 :'413 
041S : 2367969997599,,75:,1 1230C7'194.,79?997177 ;-41b 
0417: L66556&6W4666464L1 buSu Nu a:.:4 17 
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0419: 25 266b799969997899 3 I49997B",ol5 : 419 
0420: 26u46j6655-666466643 .2,OS~O2:42F 
0421: 266999789946665564 1 7 997bV907 30421 
0422: 253666465321 1555abb4 :1}42i 
9423: 5978983 Iz;97o9-4 ;242S 
0424 :4565451 451 .3424 
0425:879994 59 2 :0424
 
V426:664664 lq~o -0429 
0427:995b1 Z 13 -- (876 :0427­
n428:556633 266 TOLERANCE:- --- 2 
0429:78996761 13 
0430:646664 DENSITY RANGE: '-I TO 19 
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0399:BBABSBBBABBBABBSBA521 4AB8 3ABBBAB3 :0399 
0400- AAAA AAA A 8AAAB8AAA AAA 8 198AAAA56B8AAA 91 :0400 
04O1:8AAA8AAAAAAAA8AAA8AAl 7AASAAAAAAAA8AA5 :0401 
0402:BABBBABOBBBABBBABBBABBBBABBBABBBABBBBA7 -0402 
0403 :AABA AA AAAAA AAA AAA8AAA AAAA AS AAA8AAA4 :0403 
0404 :8BBA9BB AEBBBA SEESA BBBASBBBABBBABBB AAS 3 .0404 
0405:AAAAAAAA8AAAAAAAA8AAABAAAAAAAASAAA4 ;0405 
04 06 :ABBB BAAB BABB BABB BPABBBA EBBABB BBAA5 1 :0406 
0407:146663 69ABAAAAAAAAAAAA8AAAAAAAA6 :0407 
0408: 37888ABBBBABBBABBBABBB8 :0408 
0409: 5ABAAAA5AAASAAAAAA9 + :0409 
04 10: 4BAB95 ABBBA6gBAEA :0410 
0411: 2AAAA87AA4 :04.11 
0412: IABBBAE'61 .0412 
0413: + 3AAAAA897A .0413 
0414- 3BABBBBABB964663 33 :0414 
0415: 7AAAAAAASAAASAAAAAA964665 3 '.0415 
0416: 35AABABBBABBBBABA7136BABBBBABBBAAAB :0416 
0417: 3AAAAAAA8AAASAA71 AAAAAAASAAABA4 :0417 
04'18: 16ABAAAAAAAA8AA641 3975AAAAAAAA8B .0418 
0419: 2A 3AA BABB BABBBABBB 95 17BBBABBOBAA :0419 
0420: 2AA8AAAAAAAA8AAA75 27AAAAAAAA4 :0420 
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03,99:FFDEFFEDFFFDEFFED721 4BDA 3BEFFDE3 :0399 
0400:CCCCCCCCBCCCBCCCCBCA IASCCC279ACBCCCBX :0400 
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DENSITY RANGE: 01 
COUNT PER PIXEL: 
TO 19 
4, 
c-io 
